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Indianapolis Monthly is the Circle City’s essential chronicle and guide, an indispensable authority on what’s new and what’s news. Through coverage of politics, crime, dining, style, business, sports, and arts and entertainment, each issue offers compelling narrative stories and lively, urbane coverage of Indy’s cultural landscape.
Orange Coast Magazine is the oldest continuously published lifestyle magazine in the region, bringing together Orange County s most affluent coastal communities through smart, fun, and timely editorial content, as well as compelling photographs and design. Each issue features an award-winning blend of celebrity and newsmaker profiles, service journalism, and authoritative articles on dining, fashion, home design, and travel. As Orange County s
only paid subscription lifestyle magazine with circulation figures guaranteed by the Audit Bureau of Circulation, Orange Coast is the definitive guidebook into the county s luxe lifestyle.
Rocky Mountain Manhunt
A Complete Guide to Event Fundraising
Tampa Bay Magazine
A Must-Have Resource for Buyers and Sellers—from Opening Bid to Final Sale
A GRIPPING PAGE TURNER. A STORY THAT STAINS YOUR MIND LONG AFTER THE LAST PAGE. Abigail and Tony have a perfect marriage with big plans for the future. Only, as we all know, plans never seem to go the way we intend. When Abigail goes missing, Tony's world falls to pieces. He becomes desperate to find his wife and frantic to cling to his sanity. All the Little Choices is a gripping story told in two voices: Tony, in
the present day, determined to find his wife alive, and Abigail, in the year leading up to her chilling disappearance. Secrets emerge. Questions loom. And tensions rise. Who can you trust? What is the truth? What really happened to Abigail? And...how far would you go for love? EDITORIAL REVIEWS "Anthony and Abigail have it all- a healthy one year old son and a blissfully happy marriage. Told in two voices- Anthony (current day
after Abigail disappears without a trace) and Abigail (past tense leading up to the climax) their lives together start to unravel and you begin to recognize that something is very, very wrong. This is a suspenseful tale that will keep you turning pages all the way to the end. Well done!!" "It was captivating from the beginning...The writing was amazing, written in a way that pulled you in. I truly had to know what happened. I didn't sleep, I
read the whole book."
Auctions are unique in the world of special events. They contain core elements of other fundraising events, but a critical factor is that they also must procure auction items to match their clientele and then motivate those bidders to buy. True success requires the application of creative strategy to every facet of the event, as well as the use of organized systems to stay on track. Auction Fundraising Simplified shows how to think outside the
box, provides examples and worksheets, and will help add thousands of dollars to the bottom line. Contained within these pages is information about: Skills needed to be a successful auction director Insider tips and strategies for "thinking outside the box" Identifying auction demographics and laying a strong foundation Examples, systems, timelines, and worksheets for all auction elements Choosing an effective auctioneer Determining
what committees are needed and how to keep them on track Ideas for recruiting sponsors, donors, and attendees Targeted procurement techniques for obtaining auction items Packaging auction lots for the highest sale Catalog writing processes and tips to save time Negotiating contracts with venues, caterers, suppliers, and others Food and beverage suggestions for menu planning and service Ways to market and promote your auction
Creating site plans and logistics schedules Contracting for production (stage, sound, lighting, visual media, entertainment) Using volunteers for maximum effect Pre- and post-auction activities The easy-to-read format and systems in Auction Fundraising Simplified have been successfully used by auction managers of all skill levels and by academic institutions as a teaching tool. We guarantee this book will pay for itself many times over
in time and financial gain.
Honoring Family Business Building the American Dream, Gala Dinner & Silent Auction, March 29, 2003
Model Behavior
Auction Fundraising Simplified
2010 Gala Dinner & Silent Auction
Atlanta magazine’s editorial mission is to engage our community through provocative writing, authoritative reporting, and superlative design that illuminate the people, the issues, the trends, and the events that define our city. The magazine informs, challenges, and entertains our readers each month while helping
them make intelligent choices, not only about what they do and where they go, but what they think about matters of importance to the community and the region. Atlanta magazine’s editorial mission is to engage our community through provocative writing, authoritative reporting, and superlative design that illuminate
the people, the issues, the trends, and the events that define our city. The magazine informs, challenges, and entertains our readers each month while helping them make intelligent choices, not only about what they do and where they go, but what they think about matters of importance to the community and the region.
"A practical, step-by-step guide for young activists to planning and executing successful environmental campaigns, featuring strategies and lessons learned from Earth Island Institute's Brower Youth Award winners"--Provided by publisher.
The untold story of the Crawley Writers' Group, compiled by Peter, writer
The Big Book of Benefit Auctions
Departments of Commerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciary, and related agencies appropriations for 1987
The Almanac of Fundraising Ideas
Do I hear $16.95? A $227.5 billion enterprise around the world, live auctions feature everything from cars to homes, fine art to coal. The only book of its kind, this guide will show how lucrative, fast-paced, and exciting this business is. It covers rules, lingo, setting up an auction, hiring professional auctioneers, and how the most popular auctions work. -Expert author team: a veteran business author and the National Association for
Auctioneers -Detailed run-down of every aspect of live auctions -Resource section with auction house listings Show More Show Less
There has never been a greater need for raising the funds necessary to promote the causes that will help build a sustainable future. In Money for the Cause: A Complete Guide to Event Fundraising, veteran nonprofit executive director Rudolph A. Rosen lays out field-tested approaches that have been among those that helped him and the teams of volunteers and professionals he has worked with raise more than $3 billion for
environmental conservation. As Rosen explains, fundraising events can range from elite, black-tie affairs in large cities to basement banquets and backyard barbeques in small-town America. Money for the Cause runs the gamut, demonstrating methods adaptable to most situations and illustrating both basic and advanced techniques that can be duplicated by everyone from novice volunteers to experienced event planners. Each
chapter begins with a pertinent, real-life anecdote and focuses on major areas of event fundraising: business plans and budgets, raffles and auctions, tax and liability matters, contract negotiation, games and prizes, site selection, food service, entertainment, publicity, mission promotion, food and drink service, and effective team building and use of volunteers. The author applies each topic to the widest possible range of events,
providing practical detail and giving multiple examples to cover the differences in types of organizations and their fundraising activities. Whatever the funding objective may be, Money for the Cause: A Complete Guide to Event Fundraising is both a textbook and a practical reference that will be indispensable to anyone involved in mission-driven organizations, whether as a volunteer, a professional, a student, or an educator. To
learn more about The Meadows Center for Water and the Environment, sponsors of this book's series, please click here.
Not Mine to Control
Milwaukee Magazine
How to Start a Home-based Fashion Design Business
All The Little Choices

Tampa Bay Magazine is the area's lifestyle magazine. For over 25 years it has been featuring the places, people and pleasures of Tampa Bay Florida, that includes Tampa, Clearwater and St. Petersburg. You won't know Tampa Bay until you read Tampa Bay Magazine.
This book will be a priceless resource for those considering adventuring into the fashion industry, yet not knowing how or where to start. Comprised of detailed information, How to Start a Home-based Fashion Design Business will be a guide for the aspiring designer to plan and execute a
successful home based business. This material will not only provide a fashion realm, but will show how to create additional revenue streams in the sewing field. This book will be the "one stop shop" for the small designer.
Indianapolis Monthly
Orange Coast Magazine
92nd Annual Dinner Gala & Silent Auction
A Higher Bid

This time around, they ll both have to take risks to make it work. Don't miss this fun and flirty second-chance contemporary romance. Hayes Walker is screwed. His body is giving out, his family is bleeding him dry, and he never prepared for life after football. When the Dallas Bulldogs offer him a coaching position instead of a returning roster spot, only two things keep him going̶staying fit in case another football team
picks him up, and spending time with a gray-faced Boxer at the Unlovabulls Dog Rescue. Olive Russo is a woman who can walk through a kennel in a white pantsuit without getting a spot on her. The always organized PR pro will need her cool control when she s forced to plan a fundraising gala for the Unlovabulls with the college boyfriend who turned her inside out. A decade ago, Hayes Walker broke her heart and sent
Olive into a spiral of bad decisions that she d rather her clients not know about. Now she is determined to keep the completely lickable Hayes off her to-do list̶even if their chemistry is stronger than ever. Dumping Olive was the worst decision Hayes ever made. When the amazing girl walks back into his life a full-fledged woman, he makes a play for her heart. But when Olive s secrets are exposed and the NFL knocks
on Hayes s door, they ll both need to leave their past where it belongs if they re going to make it work the second time around. The Unlovabulls Book 1: Protective Instinct Book 2: Model Behavior
Since 1906, Palm Beach Life has been the premier showcase of island living at its finest ̶ fashion, interiors, landscapes, personality profiles, society news and much more.
hearings before a subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives, Ninety-ninth Congress, second session
How to Transform Special Event Fundraising with Strategic Auctions
Chicagolands Places To-go
My Life

RESCUED BY A MOUNTAIN MAN… When Kate Carradine woke up in the woods with no memories of who or where she was, only one thing was clear: someone was trying to kill her—and she had to go into hiding. Then suddenly, a sexy stranger materialized, offering his protection. Charged with rescuing a wealthy socialite who'd gone missing, rugged outdoorsman
Liam MacKenzie never expected to find a wildly sexy woman surviving in the wilderness. He vowed to keep Kate safe, but as the killers closed in, their only hope for survival rested in finding the truth buried in Kate's shaky memory….
Cincinnati Magazine taps into the DNA of the city, exploring shopping, dining, living, and culture and giving readers a ringside seat on the issues shaping the region.
Cincinnati Magazine
The Young Activist's Guide to Building a Green Movement and Changing the World
Work in Progress
25 Years & Beyond : Celebrating the Spirit of Our Community
92nd Annual Dinner Gala & Silent Auction2010 Gala Dinner & Silent Auction25 Years & Beyond : Celebrating the Spirit of Our CommunityHonoring Family Business Building the American Dream, Gala Dinner & Silent Auction, March 29, 2003Atlanta
Transform fundraising events into long-term revenue with expert auction advice A Higher Bid is the nonprofit school and organization guide to planning and executing more exciting, more lucrative special event fundraisers. In this book, award-winning consultant, fundraiser, speaker, and professional auctioneer Kathy Kingston shares her proprietary and proven
approaches to audience development, board empowerment, leadership succession, guest cultivation and engagement, and donor development. You'll learn how live auctions, special appeals, innovative icebreakers, silent auctions, and new technologies can help increase revenue, and how to execute these events in a way that translates to a stronger donor base for
long-term giving. Kingston describes how to match the guest list and catalog for better results, and reveals the strategies professional auctioneers use to curate the right auction items and discover the right people to generate optimum revenue and engage donors. This book offers a fresh approach to fundraising, showing you how charity benefit auctions can be made
a centerpiece of fundraising special events to drive both short- and long-term fundraising goals while providing a fun and inspiring opportunity to generate awareness and keep supporters excited about the mission. Using Kingston's proven framework, you'll learn effective ways to: Strategically increase high-profit revenue streams Increase your organization's donor
base Empower the board toward efficiency and productivity Engage supporters more deeply and keep them invested Donors are the lifeblood of any nonprofit organization, and sustainable revenue depends upon their high engagement and willingness to give. Well-executed benefit and charity auctions have proven to be effective fundraisers for nonprofits,
associations, and schools of all types, and A Higher Bid is the expert guide to optimizing these special events for maximum impact.
Palm Beach Life
Atlanta
Money for the Cause
The ultimate step-by-step handbook on how to plan and have a successful and effective auction. Also, the book will discuss important strategies for maximizing revenue at your event, and will cover common pitfalls and how to avoid them.
Colette Keefe brings us an emotional, poignant account of her turbulent childhood in which she was physically, emotionally, and sexually abused. Into her adulthood, these traumatic experiences manifested themselves in an array of mental illnesses, including depression and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. When a tragedy strikes, Colette is forced to confront her issues, despite the stigma and
shame associated with these misunderstood problems. What begins is a courageous road to healing, which continues today. Her story of reclaiming her life is an inspiration for anyone who has experienced abuse or dealt with mental illness. It is a book about acceptance, forgiveness, and ongoing recovery.
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Live Auctions
They've all got a book in them, unfortunately. In December 2016, Julia Greengage, aspiring writer and resting actor, puts up a poster in her local library inviting people to join a new writers' group. The group will exchange constructive feedback and 'generally share in the pains and pleasures of this excruciating yet exhilarating endeavour we call Literature'. Seven people, each in
their own way a bit of a work in progress, heed the call. There’s Keith, a mercenary sci-fi geek who can write 5,000 words before breakfast and would sell his mother for a book deal. Tom, a suburban lothario with an embarrassing secret. Peter, a conceptual artist whose main goal in life is to make everyone else feel uncomfortable. Alice, who’s been working on her opening
sentence for over nine months. Jon, a faded muso with a UFO complex. Blue, whose doom-laden poems include ‘Electrocuted Angel in the Headlights of My Dead Lover’s Eye Sockets’ and the notorious ‘Kitten on a Fatberg’. And Mavinder, who sadly couldn’t make the first meeting. Or the second. But promises to come to the next one... Soon, under Julia's watchful eye, the
budding writers are meeting every month to read out their work and indulge each other's dreams of getting published. But it’s not long before the group's idiosyncrasies and insecurities begin to appear. Feuds, rivalries and even romance are on the cards – not to mention an exploding sheep's head, a cosplay stalker, and an alien mothership invasion. They’re all on a journey,
and God help the rest of us. A novel-in-emails about seven eccentric writers, written by three quite odd ones, Work in Progress is a very British farce about loneliness, friendship and the ache of literary obscurity.
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